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ABSTRACT

This article presents imaginative agency as a new theoretical concept with great 
potential for life writing studies, especially digital life writing. it draws on a 
wide range of concepts and contexts to discuss selective histories and workings, 
proposing ways in which imaginative agency can fit into philosophical and aes-
thetic debates about capability, performativity, ethics and artificial intelligence. 
i argue for making a distinction between imaginative agency and creativity, ow-
ing to the monetizing of much creative activity. i explore agency in relation to 
aesthetic human capability, through comparison to the non-human, particular-
ly whether bots can demonstrate imaginative agency in art and literature, and 
through questions of ethical agency in online practices like trolling and mal-
ware. Contexts relevant to imaginative agency in digital and social media prac-
tices, such as algorithms, crowdsourcing and augmented reality, are explored in 
terms of political considerations which tie cultural creation to wealth creation—
a shackling from which imaginative agency can provide some liberation.
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an auTofiCTional inTroDuCTion

grant proposals are not yet recognised as a genre of life writing. Yet the 
process of defining a project and describing what you think you might 
work on if someone gives you funding is a distinctly futurist fiction: you 
inscribe a version of yourself who will supposedly be thinking the ideas 
going into the proposal, and who will be producing further ideas not yet 
thought which will emerge from as yet undefined activity in the grant 
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period. These are autofictions,1 in other words, which oil the wheels of 
applying for funding as your mind calibrates some plausible version of 
your future mind. in the guesswork—what future thoughts will turn out 
viable, and what thoughts look plausible to the assessor—runs hunch, 
hypothesis, instinct. as part of a life writing research group applying for 
funding from the european research Council, i needed to think what i 
would investigate. a customary affinity with genre hung in the air, but it 
felt like a question mark. instead i thought i would do something unlikely, 
or unlike me—something theoretical. 

iMaginaTion

in this article, i offer some groundwork for a concept of imaginative 
agency.2 in proposing it as a theoretical tool for life writing scholars, i aim 
to tease out a concept of use across several academic disciplines—much 
as cultural memory is useful,3 and which, also like cultural memory, has 
a wide spread of cultural and historical applications, crosses the divide 
between digital and pre-digital, and has theoretical traction across digital 
and social media. 

imaginative agency pulls in, and pulls away from, rich theoretical 
histories. My account here is necessarily potted. let’s take imagination 
first. There is a potentially huge secondary literature, shared mainly by 
philosophers and literary critics. among philosophers, ‘no particular 
taxonomy has gained general currency in recent discussions’ says Tamar 
gendler in an overview article.4 indeed she outlines how philosophers 
concur that taxonomies of imagination are impossible, though lesley Ste-
venson proposes a model of twelve kinds.5 for philosophers, imagination 
involves three principal areas of thought: how imagination fits into an 
architecture of mind; imagination’s role in aesthetic experience, particu-
larly in relation to make-believe worlds like fiction and theatre; imagi-
nation as a means of relating to others. in her magisterial exposition, 
gendler proposes:

Much of the contemporary discussion of imagination has centered around 
particular roles that imagination is purported to play in various domains of 
human understanding and activity. five of the most widely-discussed are the 
role of imagination in the understanding of other minds (Section 4.1), in 
the cultivation of moral understanding and sensibility (Section 4.2), in the 
reconfiguration of responses (Section 4.3), in planning and counterfactual 
reasoning (Section 4.4), and in providing knowledge of possibility (Section 
4.5).6
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all of those play into imaginative agency, to greater or lesser degrees: 
the first three—understanding other minds, cultivating moral sensibil-
ity, reconfiguring responses—relate especially well to the communicative 
frameworks of digital and social media.

in connecting imagination to possibility, paul ricoeur’s idea of the 
capable self is helpful: he puts forward a subject whose abilities include 
potentiality. “Capable” relates to terms germane to agency—able, capaci-
tous (legally able to give consent); it also relates to words suggesting an 
expansiveness which Coleridge for one would propose as characteristic 
of imagination: thus capacious (roomy) and capacitance, which in elec-
tromagnetism is the ability of a system to store an electric charge. for 
ricoeur, the capable self uses four elements: to speak, to do, to tell and 
to impute. expression, action, narration and being morally responsible 
constitute a human agent. phenomenological and religious descriptions 
of the capable self are connected through possibility.7 imaginative agency 
can be understood as akin to the possibility of the capable self, and indeed 
part of it, though not coterminous with it since ricoeur’s idea of capabil-
ity includes other applications. understood as a kind of capability, imagi-
native agency helps restore some philosophical stability to the multiplicity 
of possibilities of online identities constellated in and around a multi-
media self, though without resorting nostalgically to the liberal subject’s 
unified self. one question is whether it would be better to invoke imagi-
native agency rather than imaginative agents—stressing practices, rather 
than persons, polyvalences rather than subjectivity. in an old print nexus, 
a poet can be seen uncontroversially as an imaginative agent, but poets 
depend on others like publishers and distributors who may also be exert-
ing imaginative agency, albeit of different kinds and degrees. in digital 
contexts, imaginative agency is rarely exclusive to one agent, in that the 
practice of imaginative agency by a digital user is embedded in structures 
which enable conditions for it: what you can do, imaginatively, normally 
needs platforms with affordances which make it possible. Messaging in 
emojis, for instance, can create a new and imaginative language;8 the 
messager’s imagination is accompanied by imaginative agency realised by 
emoji designers and message platform makers.

Smith and Watson wonder if the rapidity of digital formations makes 
it harder to define possibilities: ‘now, of course, even the terms “life nar-
rative” and “life writing” seem too limited for the ever-increasing modes 
of presenting, performing, imaging, and circulating a “life” in the mul-
timedia of graphic memoir, performance art, visual art, and online plat-
forms.’9 as a common denominator to many modes, imaginative agency 
can help. The multifariousness of online lives can be read as enabling 
imagination in heterogeneous forms. in philosophy, it has been argued 
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that central to the ability to arrive at views about other people’s thoughts is 
an ability to imagine alternative worlds and how things appear to  others.10 
one instance would be that of sharing. it has many applications in digital 
culture, but in the sense of responding to content by sharing it with oth-
ers, responders apply an imaginative form of recognition or co-cognition. 
Share buttons for social media platforms, including the Share icon  
introduced in 2006 by alex King for ShareThis,11 condense the process 
into a click, yet ones whose simple graphics set off a series of imaginative 
pathways to others. other functions—like, friend, follow—can be read as 
emotional sharing, with traces of imaginative connectivity in affect made 
visible or quantifiable. empathy—taught in schools as a form of historical 
imagination so as to connect pupils with people in the past—may include 
imaginative agency in its recognition of emotional capacities in others, 
and their important differences from present repertoires of affect.

online profusion of multi-media and mediatised lives has formal com-
plexity but it can be compatible with simplicity. The concept of performa-
tivity developed from Judith Butler’s work12 is universally acknowledged 
to be useful, and is now an almost self-evident critical truth. performa-
tivity has dominated models of individuals as social actors: thus Zizi 
papacharissi describes ‘The Self, performed’ on Twitter: ‘in late moder-
nity, performances of the self are indicative of the shapes individuals take 
on as they claim agency and negotiate power within social structures and 
imaginaries’.13 When an online self’s performances appear over so many 
and such different platforms, part of the possibility of a capable self may 
be to unify itself relatively, at least in particular contexts and to parry 
diffusion arising from dispersal across multiple contexts. Thus a witness 
speaking out against evil, a refugee trying to be heard or a person defend-
ing herself against trolling can be a very concentrated self. There are 
occasions, especially ethically-charged ones, when agents need agency to 
be seen—whistle-blowing, for instance. not incompatible with performa-
tivity, yet desirable to distinguish from it, imaginative agency can support 
the power of agency in its hegemony.

in psychology, imagination has recently attracted fresh interest. in 
her case study of letters written by political prisoners in egypt after 2011, 
Sarah awad reads agency as a theme of imagination, which she takes as 
a sociocultural psychological phenomenon, ‘the human capacity to dis-
tance oneself from their here-and-now situation in order to return to it 
with new possibilities’.14 This is a definition with a psychological paradigm 
of the social actor—a “situation” is a nest of narrative possibilities, over-
lapping with the philosophers’ fourth and fifth domains. This view of 
imagination as a theme embraces aesthetics—consider the bricolage of 
allusions, dreams and interpellations in Kiss of the Spider Woman, Manuel 
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puig’s 1976 novel and hector Babenco’s 1985 film about the imaginative 
world constructed between two prisoners. its rationale though is more 
about comprehending the world and how it might be different—through 
prisoners’ trajectories of hope, for instance. imaginative agency could—
should?—be socially purposive, but it seems unimaginative to confine it 
exclusively to social purposes. Similarly, the editors of a 2017 Handbook of 
Imagination and Culture see imagination as a medium for subjects of all 
ages (children to elderly) ‘to think beyond the here-and-now, to envis-
age alternatives, to create parallel worlds, and to mentally travel through 
time’, activities made meaningful by how they enable engagement with 
change, development and innovation in modern society. This view of 
imagination makes it a kind of time travel but it is disassociated from 
aesthetic values in order to further social visions.

Why should aesthetics matter? Does imagination’s long history make it 
too difficult to unbind from serving aesthetics? and why not use the term 
creativity to indicate the presence of aesthetic considerations?

iMaginaTion anD CreaTiViTY

it could be said that creativity is a better term for my purposes than imagi-
nation, but i wish to avoid it for three reasons. first, because it has been 
appropriated (and to some extent warped) by late capitalism (think “cre-
ative industries”); second, because it has histories of materiality (consider 
the semantics of creation, making things) which don’t best fit many fea-
tures of virtual worlds; third, because “creative agency” is a descriptor 
much used by advertising companies. “Creative” has a specific cultural 
history.15 Before addressing that, it is helpful to think about its conceptual 
force. Vlad gl veanu and collaborators have elegantly explored the rela-
tion between imagination and creativity, and how that can be theorized. 
it would be easy, they suggest,

to say that the imagination contributes to the generation of images that can 
later inspire the creation of things. This understanding places imaginative 
processes at the core of creative production and implies a temporal dynamic 
whereby imagination comes first, creativity second. But why, exactly, don’t 
we consider new and vivid images as creative products already? Should cre-
ativity always materialize in a tangible product? (for a critique of this, see 
Sawyer, 1997). and, more than this, why should imagination come first? 
aren’t we generating new mental images through creative work, and con-
versely, aren’t the products of creativity springboards for imagination itself? 
Then again, perhaps the real difference resides in the fact that creativity 
requires social validation, while the products of imagination exist mostly 
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in the “inner space” of the person, outside the social gaze. This perspec-
tive enforces a too sharp (Cartesian) distinction between the psychologi-
cal (inside) and the social (outside) and does not account for the fact that 
our mind is already social, constantly “carrying” the internalized views and 
evaluations of others. Then perhaps creativity is only about what is recog-
nised by society as creative, while imaginative processes are not subject to 
such “institutional” forces of evaluation? This claim excludes the creativity 
of everyday life from our understanding of what it means to create with 
negative consequences for imagination as well: if creativity is so useful for 
society, then imagination on its own risks being reduced to the flight of 
fancy and the production of ephemeral images with little or no practical 
relevance. (66–7)

i quote this at length to show that the discursive difficulties of defining 
imagination are as great as when Coleridge puzzled the world in Bio-
graphia Literaria (1817) with his analysis of imagination: his distinction 
between primary and secondary imagination has perplexed literary crit-
ics ever since. like gl veanu and collaborators’ distinction between imag-
ination and fancy—one also made by Coleridge!—the disentangling of 
imagination from creativity seems at best a messy business. To some crit-
ics, mess is a medium natural to imaginations, so we might welcome mess 
rather than repudiate it.16 a literary critic can observe that these analyses 
use two terms in the hope that distinguishing between them helps to 
define each. arguing for a hybrid term, creative imagination, gl veanu 
and collaborators then have to dispatch an intrusive second term, uncre-
ative imagination. Seeing imagination in essentially aristotelian terms 
as creative imagery, and creativity as primarily divergent thinking (69), 
they plump for ‘a basic, pragmatic understanding of creative imagina-
tion’, one designating ‘all those imaginative processes that participate in 
ongoing creative action, where this action is considered “creative” by the 
person engaged in it (through personal judgment, informed by the views 
of others) and/or other people, sometimes the whole of society (through 
dialogue or by convention).’ (70)

Distinguishing actions which are given value and meaning by individu-
als and communities is very useful for analysing activities online in terms 
of imaginative agency. The value conferred need not be an aesthetic 
meaning (though it may be), nor need it be consonant with cultural 
stratification into high or low—i’m thinking of the internet’s apparently 
everlasting fascination with cats—but it can crystallise communities of 
meaning. it seems valuable to connect imagination with agency so that it 
includes conceptual or receptive acts. That is a slightly different emphasis 
from the power of making inherent in “creative”: digital and social media 
especially enable engagements which do not all lead to creativity. They also 
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enable imaginative recreations like mash ups and remixes, using existing 
materials or media in new ways; memes could feature in this domain. 
‘The meme-format has been adopted by everyone from Barack obama 
to eminem (or at least whoever manages their social pages). The biggest 
memer in the world turns out to be Will Smith.’17 Viewers of memes can 
exercise imagination in understanding a meme’s art of re-creation,18 and 
recognising the agent as disconsonant with persona.

gl veanu and collaborators’ distinctions are carefully considered and 
‘creative imagination’ is a tempting term which seems to bridge two cur-
rents of thought. Since the authors think it is becoming increasingly pop-
ular, it may win out. Yet that very popularity suggests it is drawing on and 
embedded in a specific cultural history, one in which free markets and 
media technologies enable a definition of creativity as something recog-
nisably produced through creative industries and creative agencies. That 
history is being given a starting point in the late 1990s. ‘Most will agree 
that the marketing of the term “creative industries” in 1997/98 by the first 
new labour government led by Tony Blair firmly put this trope first, on 
the national and then, the global agenda.’19 The term “creative economy” 
was coined in 2001 by John howkins;20 it has expanded into global appli-
cations, keeping alternatives like “cultural economy” at the margins. also 
in the mix is “creative writing”, which older readers may remember as a 
comparably recent term, made popular by universities who could start 
selling it as something to be taught, and which therefore needed to be 
distinguished from older categories of literature or composition. in the 
1990s, “creative nonfiction” emerged as a category.21 Creative is more 
topical than imagination, but it is also more caught up in transactional 
economies. like “excellence” (in the 2000s) and “innovation” (in the 
2010s) it serves political agendas: cultural capital is made apparent, but as 
part of the process of monetising production and increasing competition 
(thus academics are herded into a marketplace to perform excellence 
and innovation.)22 again, that may make “creative” suitable for theorising 
particular activities in digital and social media, especially those which 
are increasingly monetized. it is of course possible that “imagination” 
would fall victim to monetizers and commodifiers, who hunt for terms 
to naturalize activities as potential capital (thus academics have become 
obliged to produce “impact”). Cultural memory though seems to have 
kept conceptual integrity despite some commodification of aspects such 
as nostalgia or trauma tourism.23 in 2009, devising the term “creative 
ecologies”, John howkins proposed that talent, freedom and markets 
were what underpinned them.24 Since not all imaginative activity fits into 
markets, and “creative” seems to have been captured by neoliberalism, 
imaginative forms of agency appear more flexible in supporting cultural 
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value without reference to economic value. Cultural agency, conversely, 
seems too broad, and perhaps too associated with a hinterland of cultural 
studies, though Doris Sommer argues passionately for it as a term to con-
nect cultural activists, artists and academics in ways that detour round 
entrenched debates within cultural studies.25

iMaginaTion anD agenCY

Concepts of agency are useful to life writing because they help theorise 
relations between self and society, and their co-construction. Theorists 
have used Bruno latour’s actor network theory to place the auto/bio-
graphical self in a nexus of relations, with agency evident in the construc-
tion—and occasionally destruction—of social networks. latour, however, 
warns against assuming networks simplistically to be coterminous with, 
say, digital networks. The concept is more rhizomic (and gnomic):

as a first approximation, the aT [actor network theory] claims that modern 
societies cannot be described without recognizing them as having a fibrous, 
thread-like, wiry, stringy, ropy, capillary character that is never captured 
by the notions of levels, layers, territories, spheres, categories, structure, 
systems….

To remain at this very intuitive level, aT is a simple material resistance argu-
ment. Strenght [sic] does not come from concentration, purity and unity, 
but from dissemination, heterogeneity and the careful plaiting of weak ties. 
This feeling that resistance, obduracy and sturdiness is more easily achieved 
through netting, lacing, weaving, twisting, of ties that are weak by them-
selves, and that each tie, no matter how strong, is itself woven out of still 
weaker threads, permeates for instance foucault’s analysis of micro-powers 
as well as recent sociology of technology.26 (2–3)

latour insists that network theory is more than a descriptive model of 
social relations, not least because actors include the non-human. The 
material resistance he alludes to is exactly that, material, not human. 
“instead of opposing the individual level to the mass, or the agency to 
the structure, we simply follow how a given element becomes strategic 
through the number of connections it commands and how does it lose its 
importance when losing its connections.” (6)

it is valuable to have latour’s corrective—on connections, think how 
a tweet can be retweeted, and a retweet retweeted. But for life writing 
purposes there is value too in retaining a sense of the human in follow-
ing the directions and effects of strategies. latour inveighs against the 
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anthropomorphism of social sciences which want to focus only on the 
motivation of human actors. he insists: “There is no model of (human) 
actor in aT nor any basic list of competences that have to be set at the 
beginning because the human, the self and the social actor of tradition-
nal [sic] social theory is not on its agenda.” (7). Strictly speaking then 
actor network theory shuts out human actors in favour of actants: ‘some-
thing that acts or to which activity is granted by others’, which relates to 
some forms of agency devoid of subjectivity.

Thinking about constructions of online selves, Sidonie Smith and 
Julia Watson observe ‘Theorists of media and autobiography, however, 
approach the constructed self not as an essence but as a subject, a moving 
target, which provisionally conjoins memory, identity, experience, rela-
tionality, embodiment, affect, and limited agency.’27 agency is still there 
as a key component, though limited and indisputably complex. Smith 
and Watson stress that subject positions are heterogenous, conflictual 
and intersectional; they see the autobiographical subject as ‘an ensemble 
or assemblage of subject positions though which self-understanding and 
self-positioning are negotiated’ (idem). negotiation might be taken to 
include some agency for producers and consumers—or writers and read-
ers, or makers and viewers. among the challenges Smith and Watson see 
in determining what is added or lost by the ease of assembling multiple 
versions of self in disparate media is answering a set of questions about 
agency: 

What becomes of the concept of agency ascribed to the self constructed 
through autobiographical performances in writing or other media? Where 
does agency reside in the narrating and performing subject; as a co-
construction in networked interactivity? in the ideological orientation of 
templates and protocols? or in their intersections? or is agency delusory? 
Because of interactivity and transpersonal fluidity, are “virtual me’s” post-
agentic? (idem.)

Transpersonal fluidity may disperse agency over wider media fields, pro-
tocols and interactivities, but one might remember the growth of print 
culture caused comparable uncertainty about category survivals, which 
have also been interpreted in terms of identity crisis. as Betty Schellen-
berg puts it, ‘Clifford Siskin and William Warner have recently postulated 
that the primary outcome of the eighteenth-century enlightenment was 
an entire reconceptualisation of the self as its own primary end prod-
uct.’28 as it does in evolutions of print culture, critical precision can 
establish specifics of agency in digital and social media fields. There are 
potentially instructive comparisons too, as Tobias heinrich has shown in 
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an illuminating comparison of an eighteenth-century letter writing circle 
to facebook practices.29

arTifiCial inTelligenCe iMaginaTiVe agenTS: aiia?

if latour sees agency for impersonal actants (like systems), and Smith 
and Watson wonder about its survival for human subjects dispersed 
through new media, can we see imaginative agency more clearly by look-
ing at actants aspiring to be human? as one company proclaims, ‘There 
has been a lot of buzz regarding recent developments and achievements 
in artificial intelligence (ai) applications’ leading to ‘an arms race for 
cutting-edge ai tech’.30 Sociable forms of ai develop agency as machines 
learn from human interaction. Singularity.net designed the intelli-
gence of a robot called (rather wittily) Sophia. Described as a ‘hybrid 
human-ai intelligence’, in her website life narrative Sophia invites you 
to ‘Think of me as a personification of our dreams for the future of ai’. 
launched in 2015 by hanson robotics, Sophia is capable of 62 facial 
expressions; she can use human gestures and make conversation about 
common topics like the weather. peculiarly and controversially, Sophia 
acquired Saudi arabian citizenship. in December 2017, one of her seven 
fellow humanoid robots passed a college course on philosophy and love 
at notre Dame de namur university.31 Sophia was spared the humilia-
tions associated with ai for Microsoft, whose chatbot Tay (an acronym 
of “Thinking about you”) learnt from human users on Twitter to tweet 
abusively. rueful about human malice, Microsoft’s ai + research vice-
president peter lee ate humble pie: ‘although we had prepared for many 
types of abuses of the system, we had made a critical oversight for this 
specific attack. as a result, Tay tweeted wildly inappropriate and rep-
rehensible words and images. We take full responsibility for not seeing 
this possibility ahead of time.’32 intelligent voice assistants—the next 
phase of smart technology33 — split agency: instruction is one segment, 
enaction of command another. possibilities expand as more companies 
integrate amazon’s alexa “skills” into their products. ‘it might be hard 
to imagine why you would want a digital assistant on your face in a pair 
of smart glasses or inside a toilet so you can flush using your voice’ but 
according to Steve rabuchin, amazon’s vice president of alexa Voice 
Service and alexa Skills, they expand customer choice, his aim being 
they should appear ‘everywhere for everybody.’34 ai is moving to occupy 
more spaces of previously human agency.35

So can artificial intelligence be imaginative? if it can, then robots and 
bots can also be imaginative agents. examples from art, art history and liter-
ature provide instances of machine-made creativity becoming imaginative. 
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in 2016, Martin gayford assessed robot art: ‘can it truly be described as 
creative or imaginative?’ he asked.36 one exemplar is The painting fool, 
devised by Simon Colton. Scanning The Guardian newspaper for reports on 
the war in afghanistan, it was able to respond to emotions, select images 
and make collages from them. it could also paint portraits. programmed 
with keyword emotions, ‘if the tally of negativity was too great (always a 
danger with news coverage), Colton programmed the software to enter a 
state of despondency in which it refused to paint at all, a virtual equivalent 
of the artistic temperament.’ (idem.) With wonderful irony, not making art 
can signify an artistic temperament, even in a robot. gayford looked next 
at google’s Brain ai, a software program able to make pictures out of inde-
terminate or fuzzy images. The google team called that method “incep-
tionism”, an –ism akin to Surrealism for its ability to create one object in 
terms of another (like Salvador Dali’s telephone lobster). Was it any good? 
gayford thought it was, though he was more impressed by aaron:

art made with the aid of artificial intelligence has been with us for a sur-
prisingly long time. Since 1973, harold Cohen—a painter, a professor at 
the university of California, San Diego, and a onetime representative of 
Britain at the Venice Biennale—has been collaborating with a program 
called aaron. aaron has been able to make pictures autonomously for 
decades; even in the late 1980s Cohen was able to joke that he was the only 
artist who would ever be able to have a posthumous exhibition of new works 
created entirely after his own death. (idem.)

Who is the imaginative agent here? ‘are the pictures the evolving pro-
gram has made over the last four decades really works by harold Cohen, 
or independent creations by aaron itself, or perhaps collaborations 
between the two?’ like a renaissance or Baroque studio artist, aaron 
was capable of—well, capabilities.

‘Machines are getting highbrow’, reported the New Scientist in 2018 in 
an article about an ai program teaching itself art history. it identified 
the paintings of Cézanne as a bridge between post-impressionism and 
Cubism: 

By analysing thousands of paintings produced over hundreds of years, 
the ai was able to spot connections between generations of painters that 
matched accepted theories in the art world. it might even teach us some-
thing new. ‘The machine could be seeing some complex links that we have 
no idea about,’ says Marian Mazzone…37

‘We knew Cézanne was crucial’, she adds, ‘But wow, how striking the 
machine also saw that.’ if ai can master art and art history, why not 
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literature? Where The painting fool scanned texts and images to produce 
arguably original works of art, a similar program scans the world to make 
poems. it may be no coincidence that this robot also takes war as its subject: 

heralding its latest product as a breakthrough in artificial-intelligence tech-
nology, defense contractor raytheon announced friday it has built a mili-
tary robot capable of composing heart-wrenchingly poignant poems about 
the relentless horrors of war.

The robot, known as the laureate-iV, reportedly uses sophisticated radar 
imaging to survey the carnage of war-torn landscapes and runs state-of-the-
art facial recognition software to scan the terrified expressions of survivors, 
data it can then analyze using a complex poetic algorithm to create lyric 
verse with up to 40 times the pathos of poems produced by human writers. …

‘in the past, it would have been necessary to send entire battalions overseas 
with the hope that at least one surviving soldier would be able to portray the 
terrible chaos of urban warfare, the deafening blasts of aerial bombardments, 
and the ghastly screams of dying comrades in incredibly moving works of 
poetry,’ said gen. Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. ‘But 
with this new technology, we can strategically deploy a handful of robots to 
deftly encapsulate in verse the existential despair that results from seeing a 
buddy survive dozens of combat missions and then die a random, meaning-
less death in a friendly fire accident just days before his tour was set to end.’38

Yes this is a spoof, from online satirists The Onion. how do you know it isn’t 
a piece written by a robot? Would it be any more or less amusing if it was?

Bot poetry has been established as a category defined broadly by one 
active group as ‘text, that is generated through an algorithm, which is 
executed by a digital, electronic computer, which is intended, by whoever 
it may be, to be read as poetry.’39 here imaginative agency is attributed 
to readers. Spambots have attracted remarkable numbers of readers. for 
instance, @horse_ebook, a spambot created to sell ebooks, notched up 
100,000 followers in 2012: ‘a remarkable achievement for a human, but 
a somewhat stunning one for a bot.’40 its tweets, described as ‘beautiful 
endearing nonsense’, were actively retweeted by enthusiastic followers. 
Some described a distinct rhythm of imaginative agency:

Caboose221

Sometimes i feel i am falling out of love with him. Then out of nowhere, he 
posts something magical and a sparkle comes to my eye and i remember why 
he is so special.

posted on Aug 29, 2012 | 12:18 PM
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imaginative agency here seems split between the spambot and the reader, 
whose emotion is necessary to complete the circuit of love, magic, special. 
The dynamic is more than emotion though. horse_ebook’s post inspires 
a sparkle which inspires a memory: what’s magic is that horse utterance 
is also reader experience. another reader agreed:

lauraJune

Yes, this is the experience i think a lot of people have with him. i’ve been 
following him for So long, i promise myself i won’t fall for him again, then 
he says something stellar, and i’m back.

posted on Aug 29, 2012 | 12:23 PM

it is tempting to see here a version of the fort/da game which freud 
describes in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) as a paradigm of agency. 
The child uses a game, throwing toys away (‘fort,’ gone) and retrieving 
them (‘Da’, there), to remaster (in both senses) the experiences of his 
mother coming and going. imaginative agency could thus encompass 
unconscious projections and identifications, and relate to drives for 
mastery, perhaps over the loss of control of falling for a spambot. More 
conscious play with agency appears in human-computer poetry like eric 
goddard-Scovel and gnoetry’s Same: a Stein Wreader (2016).41 The human 
describes it as ‘a process driven by intuition and imagination’ in which 
agency is distinctly human: ‘That my writing process with gnoetry and 
other text generators is more than half made up of reading lines upon 
lines of computer output and choosing which are right for the emerging 
poem adds another level of meaning’ (v).

in these instances of human-machine arts, questions of aesthetics 
and agency are consistently visible. Competing claims can be resolved 
by allowing imaginative agency to describe what happens in different 
places of the process: simply, there can be multiple forms and moments 
of agency. relevant to production and reception, imaginative agency can 
help define different kinds of producer too:

About me…i’m The painting fool: a computer program, and an aspiring 
painter. The aim of this project is for me to be taken seriously—one day—as 
a creative artist in my own right. i have been built to exhibit behaviours that 
might be deemed as skilful, appreciative and imaginative.42

inside this anthropomorphism there are at least three imaginative 
agents: one, the program’s human designer; two, the program’s arti-
ficial intelligence; three, the reader, especially the reader who recog-
nises the cue ‘about me’ to understand the description as a home page 
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set piece of autobiographical convention. There is possibly a fourth 
imaginative agent latent in the futurity of those who will, one day, take 
The painting fool seriously. in life writing terms, the complexity of 
the fool persona combined with a software programme, a programmer 
and an artistic identity can also be read more simply as a composite 
imaginative agent—and indeed one who can be compared to others, 
for instance animal artists. The case of a crested black macaque who 
took selfies on equipment set up by a British wildlife photographer in 
2011 in Sulawesi was dominated by questions of whether the human 
could claim copyright (since non-humans cannot own copyright), at 
the expense of considering whether the macaques were knowingly self-
representing. The human, David Slater, argued the artistry—and hence 
the copyright—was his: “‘it wasn’t serendipitous monkey behavior,’ he 
said. ‘it required a lot of knowledge on my behalf, a lot of persever-
ance, sweat and anguish, and all that stuff.’” an appeals court in the uS 
eventually sided with him. independently of legal discourse about the 
modicum of creativity required to hold copyright, imaginative agency 
would be a clear way to discuss the conflicting intellectual interests of 
this case.43

When asked to predict the future of porn based on likely search terms, 
Youporn bots came up with some plausible guesses. They included ‘ama-
teur in bathreesome’, ‘batis my yisel’, ‘tang pong’, ‘gargasm’ and ‘gorgy’.44 
Their approximateness is comic, and indicative of a guessing function 
which is widespread in digital and social media, from algorithms aiming 
to anticipate your wants to predictive text assuming likely word choice. it 
might be apt to establish a category of instrumental imaginative agency, 
perhaps itself amusingly approximate: homaginative agency, rummagina-
tive agency?45

iMaginaTiVe agenCY anD eThiCS

imagination can be put to dark ends. elaine Scarry says of torturers, 
‘nowhere is the sadistic potential of a language built on agency so visible 
as in torture.’46 Discussing photographs of war and suffering, Susan Son-
tag comments ‘everyone is a literalist when it comes to photographs.’47 But 
she also instances georges Bataille’s secret pleasure in one horrible pho-
tograph as a means to something imaginative: ‘Bataille is not saying that 
he takes pleasure at the sight of this excruciation. But he is saying that he 
can imagine extreme suffering as something more than just suffering, as 
a kind of transfiguration.’ published in 2003, her account addresses some 
of the effects of digital and social media, where the ubiquity of images 
changes the conditions for ethical engagement and attention. ‘image-glut 
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keeps attention light, mobile, relatively indifferent to content.’ Distanc-
ing, however, happens with analogue as well as digital: ‘We truly can’t 
imagine what it was like. We can’t imagine how dreadful, how terrifying 
war is’.48

abusers use imagination as part of being vicious. Certain abusive 
behaviours are widespread online and spill into offline acts like stalking. 
an ipSoS Mori poll for amnesty international in 2017 reported that 
‘nearly one in four women (23 percent) in eight countries said they had 
experienced online abuse or harassment at least once’; in the uS a 2017 
poll revealed 41% had experienced online harassment.49 Jamie Bartlett 
describes an early online typology of nastiness:

a flame was typically a deluge of insults. although there was some overlap 
between the two, a troll was considered to be more careful subtle and imagi-
native: ‘a troll will hold back, understanding the value of a bigger spank,’ 
wrote one anonymous poster to the group alt. troll.50

Malicious techniques were invented: thus crap-flooding, invading groups 
with so many ridiculous posts that anyone else is prevented from posting. 
‘in 1997–8 the Meowers went on a crap-flooding spree, targeting groups 
across usenet with what they called their “usenet performance art”’.51 
Spamming opponents through anonymous remailers, cross-posting their 
messages via disguised means to groups likely to be hostile to them, trolls 
invented new techniques to generate a laugh at someone else’s expense, 
or “lulz”. Discussing a russian troll factory and its suspected involvement 
in the 2016 uS presidential election, reporter Scott Shane—who had con-
siderable investigative experience in identifying hacktivism—pointed out 
that trolling could be imaginative: ‘there must have been some fun and 
joy involved on the russians’ part just getting into creating these images, 
fooling people’.52 other practices include swatting, the practice of mak-
ing hoax calls to lure police, ideally a SWaT team, to the home of some-
one who has angered them. in one tragic case, two gamers playing Call of 
Duty: WWII got into a dispute; one dared the other to ‘swat’ him. it led to 
the death of an innocent, unarmed third party.53

intended consequences are complex in trolling, where abusive language 
is used to amuse the user, whose threats may not therefore be sincere. 
nonetheless abuse frightens targets and abusers enjoy that.54 it has been 
particularly directed at women, especially women visibly in public life. 
The classicist and television historian Mary Beard attracted vicious insults, 
including calling her ‘a filthy old slut with a disgusting vagina’; she also had 
bomb threats. She was described by the New Yorker as a troll slayer for laugh-
ing some of it off.55 of 25,688 abusive tweets sent over six months to British 
women Mps, more than half were directed at Diane abbott.
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Ms abbott told amnesty: ‘My office got flooded with communications, both 
by letter and by email. people sent us emails and letters full of swastikas, 
people sent us postcards and letters with pictures of monkeys and chimps.

‘people sent us hundreds of emails using the word n*****—that’s the sort of 
response we get. it’s highly racialised and it’s also gendered because people 
talk about rape and they talk about my physical appearance in a way they 
wouldn’t talk about a man.’56

nefarious forms and uses of imaginative agency exist; many thrive online. 
But it could also be argued that some of these are not imaginative in the 
sense that they repeat predictable terms of abuse, the commonplaces of 
sexism and racism, the clichés of violent pornography. That makes them 
no less offensive. But it makes them describable in different ways, like 
the banality of evil, in hannah arendt’s phrase, which Judith Butler con-
strues thus: ‘What had become banal was the attack on thinking, and this 
itself, for her, was devastating and consequential.’ abusive trolling and 
revenge porn have little imagination in the way they play out aggression.57

Malware’s technical inventiveness is more easily linked with imagina-
tion. in 2017, in an ‘impressive, sci-fi feat of sheer hacker ingenuity’,58 
some university researchers encoded malicious software into physi-
cal strands of Dna to show it was possible to take over computers run-
ning gene-sequencing software, with implications for security measures 
against spies and criminals. Much as debates about the criminal mind 
involved ideas of genius to establish the criminal mastermind as a trope, 
so imaginative agency can be located in the Dark Web (the encrypted 
web, which also includes legal sites) and the Deep Web (legitimately hid-
den pages.) explaining the difference, a journalist adds ‘a basic rule of 
thumb is that while the phrases “Dark Web” or “Deep Web” are typically 
used by tabloid newspapers to refer to dangerous secret online worlds, 
the “Dark internet” is a boring place where scientists store raw data for 
research’.59 ironically, the allure of the Dark Web as something secret, 
mysterious and dangerous associates it with imaginary qualities, includ-
ing the quality of imagination. one typical tabloid article attracted user 
comments interestingly polarised on content but imaginatively united: ‘if 
you can imagine it, you can find it there’; ‘i don’t believe half of it. you 
just made it up.’60

finally, military applications of imagination relate to ethics by way of 
secrecy, often via the metaphor of shrouds, a successor to the veiled imag-
ination favoured by romantic poets. Military secrets are shrouded, like 
future inventions not yet revealed to civilians:
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not long before he died, Ben rich, head of the famous lockheed Skunk-
works where the Sr-71 Blackbird was developed, gave a technical talk 
after which some discussion ensued. rich said to the engineers gathered 
round that ‘anything you can imagine, we can already do’. This is an extra-
ordinary statement coming from a person in charge of top-secret aerospace 
 projects—and to engineers with good imaginations.61

imaginative agency in contexts of ethical debate also calls presentism into 
question, often by relocating imagination in a near or far future. Just as 
science stimulates science fiction—and vice versa—so imagined parts of 
military technology can be anticipated in war games online. Military war 
games offline in turn have drawn on video and online war games: ‘com-
mercial game designers produced many of the ideas shaping the design 
of military simulations, both before and after the advent of computer-
based games.’62 imaginative agency could be useful in these contexts to 
explore the overlaps of simulations and the differentiations of user and 
producer contexts. What roger Stahl calls ‘militainment’, or the alarm-
ing fusion of war and entertainment which in america produces virtual 
citizen-soldiers, would show imaginative agency used by fantasy so as to 
collapse previously more distinct categories like actant and viewer.63

DigiTal ConDiTionS anD iMaginaTiVe agenCY

although imaginative agency relates to both pre-digital and digital activi-
ties, there are special conditions affecting how it operates in digital con-
texts. My first example is algorithms. The increasing power of algorithms 
makes digital agency more opaque. The complex process of data provi-
sion tailored to users and use of data to tailor provision is largely invis-
ible to users. as a data subject, you have constrained agency—or, you can 
give out your data as a free agent but it may then become a commodity 
to be shared or sold without your knowledge or further agreement. laws 
have changed—in the uK, a Data protection act (2018) expands rights 
for individuals; in the uS the national Cyber Security alliance promotes 
awareness: 

Millions of people are unaware of and uninformed about how their per-
sonal information is being used, collected or shared in our digital society. 
Data privacy Day aims to inspire dialogue and empower individuals and 
companies to take action.64
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algorithms do various things. one is they feed material to you based 
on your online history. ostensibly refining consumer choice by tailor-
ing recommendations to be more suitable to a person’s interests, the 
actual rationale can be quite different. a former employee of YouTube 
claims that ‘conspiracy videos, like those about flat earth or autism and 
vaccines, were more likely to be recommended in YouTube’s recommen-
dation algorithm’ in order to maximise ‘watch time’, or how long view-
ers stayed on the site.65 algorithmic determinism has been around for a 
while. in 2011 eli pariser argued forcefully in a TeD talk that tailoring 
algorithms to single user interests was narrowing and socially dangerous 
because it became disconnective. he quoted Mark Zuckerberg’s sugges-
tion that a squirrel dying in front of your house may be more relevant 
to your interests than people dying in africa, and counter-argued that 
invisible, algorithmic editing of the web, especially of digital newsfeeds, 
was an alarming form of censorship: ‘this moves us very quickly towards 
a world in which the internet is showing us what it thinks we want to see, 
but not necessarily what we need to see.’66 as pariser puts it, ‘there is no 
standard google any more.’ Where you went online yesterday is part of 
where you are directed tomorrow. it means algorithms assume more of 
the functions of agency, second-guessing humans in imaginative choices. 
or, more exactly, humans get the second guess because an algorithm has 
made the first. in a curious twist, perhaps reacting to greater awareness 
among users of the affordances of different platforms, in 2017 Data X’s 
hang Do Thi Duc and regina flores devised an open-source Chrome 
extension, Data Selfie, which showed users how machine-learning algo-
rithms track and process their facebook activity, returning data to them 
as personality insights based on usage patterns. ‘in a creepily fascinating 
way’, said one reviewer, ‘the extension also uses predictive analytics to 
guess stuff like your political affiliations as well as shopping and nutri-
tion preferences.’67 it lagged behind Cambridge analytica, which in 2014 
secretly scraped the facebook profiles of about 50 million americans ‘to 
build a system that could profile individual uS voters, in order to target 
them with personalised political advertisements’.68

Besides encroaching algorithms, the emergence of crowdsourcing 
changed conditions for imaginative agency in digital contexts. The per-
son who invented the term ‘crowdsourcing’ in 2006, Jeff howe,69 discussed 
how iStockphoto could undercut a professional photographer on the cost 
of images. The value of professional photos was diminished in a double 
sense, cultural and economic, and he feared for the consequences: ‘dis-
tributed labor networks are using the internet to exploit the spare process-
ing power of millions of human brains.’ Crowdsourcing swept copyrights 
away too. repackaging viral videos from the internet for television, 
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Michael hirschorn, the creator of a highly popular programme Web Junk 
2.0 noted with glee that his source material ‘is incredibly cheap’. it takes 
little imaginative agency to assess which ‘stupid pet tricks’ make the week’s 
show. ‘hirschorn thinks the crowd will be a crucial component of TV 2.0: 
“i can imagine a time when all our shows will have a user-generated com-
ponent,” he says’. (idem.) no wonder: it costs less.

Though, as with bot poetry, it could be argued that curation is imagina-
tive, it seems to support an argument for distinguishing different degrees 
of imaginative agency. for all the Coleridgean problems involved, cura-
tion is usually simply less imaginative than creation. no doubt there are 
exceptions, like the bowerbird whose artistic curation is also imaginative 
creation. i first learnt about pinterest from a friend who was writing a 
novel and who created an interest board for one of her characters—so one 
was invited to look at a double imagining (the character, their interests).70 
Similarly, using augmented reality entails some imaginative agency, but 
limited by enhancement’s dependence on computer-generated perceptual 
information. ‘We have 187 million users creating and consuming over 
ten billion snaps every day, and one third of them plays with ar for at 
least three minutes a day. it’s a very high-attention, considered space’, says 
Will Scougal, head of creative strategy (sic!) for Snapchat, adding ‘a place 
where people go to discover and play with the story we’ve created for them’, 
which is also ‘a space for a brand to send a message’.71 hemmed in by pre-
conceptions, this space is hardly a freely imaginative space. it is possible 
for corporate-trammelled traces to be imaginatively kicked over: there’s a 
beautiful instance in Barbie. Transgressive scripts imagined by girls play-
ing with Barbie departed wildly from the narrative prompts put up by Bar-
bie makers Mattel; artists continue to imagine alternative Barbies.72

a third instance of limitation is more ambiguous and relates to social 
media. agency featured large in political contexts such as the arab 
Spring uprisings against governments across the Middle east in 2010–
11, where social media proved crucial in shaping forms of protest. paulo 
gerbaudo has shown how social media mobilised activists and citizens in 
different ways—in the words of an egyptian activist, ‘facebook to set the 
date, twitter to share logistics, youtube to show the world, all to connect 
people.’73 But though imaginative agency devised new forms of commu-
nicative action via social media, that agency was swiftly and punitively 
recuperated by repressive and reactionary forces. The secret police take 
to Twitter; iSiS marshals supporters through facebook.74 We might wish 
that such elasticity was not part of imaginative agency, but it is: devils can 
have good tunes too. and the good tunes can be diabolical. in a powerful 
critique of facebook, John lanchester cites a 2017 paper in the American 
Journal of Epidemiology on the unhealthy effects of social media: ‘a 1 per 
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cent increase in “likes” and clicks and status updates was correlated with a 
5 to 8 per cent decrease in mental health… there is a lot of research show-
ing that facebook makes people feel like shit.’75 in this respect, imagina-
tive agency which effects successful action can be shackled by its own 
success.

ConCluSionS

user-generated content accounts for an increasing percentage of web con-
tent. in digital’s complex entanglements of production and profitability, 
imaginative agency helps describe important relations between content 
and use without manacling them to mercantilism. ‘Commercial leverag-
ing of user-generated content such as apps, videos, or photos is a complex 
process, and many digital media creators and potentially valuable cre-
ations fail to realize their value in the marketplace’ say  McKenzie et al. 
(2012), adding ‘ugC creates cultural, symbolic, and affective benefit 
including personal satisfaction, enhanced skill or reputation, improved 
functionality for existing games or devices, community building or civic 
engagement. The collaborative construction of new media products is 
linked with more than the creation of economic value; it is argued to 
be inextricably linked with civic engagement’.76 including imaginative 
agency as part of the landscape would restore something lost in a lan-
guage where cultural creation is relentlessly blended with wealth cre-
ation. it could also help resist appropriations of imagination to represent 
work as play. Microsoft’s tag line, ‘Where do you want to go today?’, an 
ad campaign of 1994–5 meant to make personal computers synonymous 
with free exploration, was grimly wishful thinking for employees chained 
to their desks. for the post-millennial digital subject, work and play are 
hard to separate, as rob gallagher explains:

for Kirkpatrick (2013), videogames are a product of the shift towards a 
more ‘ludic’ model of capitalism, a shift which saw employers attempting 
to address growing dissatisfaction with the stultifying monotony and rigid 
hierarchies of the fordist workplace by recasting work as more creative, ful-
filling and flexible…The promise was of entrepreneurial individuals liber-
ated to pursue forms of ‘passionate work’ suited to their abilities, interests 
and personal commitments (Mcrobbie 2016, 36). The reality, however, has 
been one of aggressive deskilling, greater precarity, fiercer competition and 
widening inequality… while ‘ludic capitalism’ might sound more agreeable 
than its forbears, it is not just about ‘paidiac’ playfulness and creativity but 
also the drive to game the system, maximize advantages and exploit rivals’ 
weaknesses.77
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imaginative agency has a politics in terms of its relations to states, corpo-
rations and platforms. in 2012 Martin Zierold proposed that ‘in the near 
future it will be decided whether commercial aspects of the use of media 
will have priority over cultural interests.’78 perhaps rather than one deci-
sive victory there are now many struggles. Contemporary social theory 
has sought to get beyond dualisms, says T.V. reed, preferring ‘to speak 
of mutually constitutive or dialectical interactions between agency and 
structure’ (216). imaginative agency favours cultural interests but also 
promotes understanding of how, why and for whom they get monetised, 
so we can recognise how dialectical interactions change.

Different generations—and subjects within generations—experience 
media in different forms. imaginative agency has histories which need 
to be part of particularising. in digital history, for instance, there was an 
important phase of file sharing, especially of music. it made music the stuff 
of sharing, shared music as a medium, and widened into sharing as a com-
mon online practice in new forms which constituted subjectivity far more 
than previously. here the law protected one kind of imaginative agent— 
 producers—against another—consumers. Though it continues the history 
of copyright which began in the early modern period, file sharing in the 
digital era introduced so many new forms of circumvention that copyright 
infringements became a norm. Burning CDs on your computer was nor-
mal; swapping music files with friends was normal too. napster, appearing 
in 1999, promoted peer-to-peer file sharing over the internet especially of 
digital audio files, typically songs, in Mp3 format. By 2001, it had 26.4 mil-
lion users. gradually producers regained ground: the iTunes Music Store 
which began in 2003 included digital rights management to prevent shar-
ing. in the uS, a Digital Millennium Copyright act of 1998, followed by an 
eu electronic Commerce Directive in 2000, further criminalised copyright 
violations and regulated infringements by providers.79 The big and fasci-
nating history of file sharing can be read as a struggle between libertarian 
imaginations—people wanting to make their own playlists—and cultural 
industries (especially film and music) which need to retain control over 
their product lest unlicensed and unlimited reproduction of it destroy their 
business. Moreover, there were two kinds of agents in the industry: primary 
and secondary producers, the musicians and the record companies, each 
needing to retain their intellectual property and cultural capital. around 
the millennium, open business models were debated. for some, it seemed 
a promising moment for imaginative agency:

it seemed entirely reasonable to have the highest expectations for music on 
the internet. We thought there would be explosions of wealth and of ways 
to become wealthy, leading to super-gershwins. a new species of musician 
would be inspired to suddenly create radically new kinds of music to be 
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performed in virtual worlds, or in the margins of e-books, or to accompany 
the oiling of fabricated robots. even if it was not yet clear what business 
models would take hold, the outcome would surely be more flexible, more 
open, more hopeful than what has come before in the hobbled economy of 
physicality.80 

imaginative agents are fluidly interpellated across platforms and combi-
nations of platforms. in digital terms, friends reunited (2000) and Sec-
ond life (2003) have affordances—properties relevant to how they can 
be used—which enable imaginative agency in different ways from suc-
cessors like facebook (2004), Twitter (2006), pinterest (2010) and insta-
gram (2010). Texting, muti-media messaging and email also have distinct 
social affordances: the technological properties which define how each 
can be used have social equivalents, their changing conventions or pro-
tocols of use. Digital and media literacies move on: test this by how many 
current geek jokes you understand.81

nonetheless, it is possible to imagine imagination as a key to the future:

Some of our more famous technologies, the wheel, the printing press, have 
changed the world and human identities in unimaginably diverse ways. So too 
will our digital tools, with an emphasis on the unimaginable part. The tools 
will only be as good as the imaginations of the people that put them to use.82
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